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Scene from The Hangover (2009). Photograph: PR

The contemporary comedy is generally about a young man who is a jerk, a
loser or a shmuck. He shares a filthy apartment with jerks, goes to Las
Vegas with jerks, plays dodgeball with jerks, works with jerks, gets into
trouble with jerks, and often has a father who is a jerk. At some point he
will realise that he is a jerk and try to become less of one; otherwise his
girlfriend will never sleep with him again. The contemporary comedy deals
with the loser who must part company with his loser friends in order to
become a man. His friends, on the other hand, are perfectly free to remain
losers, slobs, jerks and shmucks. This is the theme of modern comedies
from Swingers to The Hangover to Knocked Up to Shaun of the Dead. That
does not mean that the structural premise is not funny. It simply means
that it is not terribly original. One could readily make the case that the
theme of the jerk/slob/loser who must stop being a jerk/slob/loser in order
to impress girls originated with Henry V, Part I. Or perhaps one could not
make that case.

A variant on the twentysomething jerk theme is the fully grown jerk who
pines for the days of his youth when he was probably an even bigger jerk,
but misremembers it. The man-jerk who thinks back affectionately on his
childhood because he despises his present life has appeared most recently
in Grown Ups and Hot Tub Time Machine and Wild Hogs, movies about
guys who wish they had never grown up, even though in fact they haven't.
Another variant on this theme is the Cuddly Manchild, the adult with a little
boy concealed inside him, the middle-aged scamp who refuses to stop being
that impish little tyke that Mommy loved so much because Mommy – but
not Daddy, no, not cruel, severe, distant Daddy – understood that when you
grow up and you begin to take life too seriously, your heart starts to break
into tiny little pieces. The notion that the world would be a better place if
men would only come to their senses and go back to being little boys is the



theme that animates half a dozen Robin Williams movies and anything even
vaguely resembling Elf. It is the cinematic equivalent of the
rallying cry: "Hope I die before I get old." A lot of young people looking at a
60-year-old man in a tank top and a reversed baseball hat and loads of bling
making a fool of himself on a skateboard must share that feeling. Yes, why
couldn't these people die before they got old? Why?

Little boys in comedies tend to be mop-topped weenies who pout a lot and
want their dads to take them to see the Yankees the way he promised to, but
didn't. They are whiney and really deserve to have pies stuffed in their
faces. The girls are generally wise beyond their cheers, and highly
judgmental. Many comedies fail because the director thinks that the child in
the leading role – often a relative – is cute, while everyone sitting in the
movie house thinks he is an annoying twerp. The children who star in
movies rarely go on to become big stars; they are cannon fodder. The ones
who do – Dakota Fanning, Abigail Breslin – tend not to be creepy-cute as
young 'uns.

Comedies must have a gimmick. A person wakes up in the morning and
some seismic shift has occurred in his life. He is no longer capable of telling
the truth. Or he can no longer tell a lie. He has won a lottery ticket but can't
cash it in until the weekend is over. He can now use a remote control to stop
life dead in its tracks. He can communicate with the dead. He can see
ghosts. He is a ghost. He can become a completely different person. He can
pass as a woman. He can communicate with God. He is God. He can go into
the future or go back in time. He can also go to heaven. Once the premise
has been established, though, the movie will proceed according to the same,
tried-and-true comedy template that has existed for decades. Lots of stuff
about bodily functions. Lots of physical comedy.

Comedies often involve idiots who work in tandem. The one guy is a slob or
a bozo or a pig and the other guy would like to be less of a slob/bozo/pig. In
the course of the movie, someone will disrobe inappropriately or get locked
out of his house while naked. Someone will eat something he had not
intended to eat. He will then puke. Someone will get a fork stuck some place
in his body. Someone will do major damage to the environment. Someone
will cause a massive car accident where dozens of cars are destroyed but no
one is seriously hurt. Often the cars belong to the cops. The cops may be
gay.

There is more. Something strange will happen in a tree. Someone will get
dressed up as a woman, and his gargantuan breasts will attract another
man's attention. Someone will get hauled off to spend a night in the
slammer and immediately be surrounded by large, tattooed predatory men.
Uh-oh. Someone will get caught underneath a table. Someone will get a golf
ball, or a football, or a foot in the testicles. An annoying dog may be
mistreated, or even killed. At some point, a bunch of slobs will burst in and
disrupt a banquet at the Waldorf or a wedding party at a posh country club.
You can tell that the people at the party are sophisticated because Vivaldi
will be playing in the background. For a comedy to punch all the right
buttons, there must be jokes about minorities, though only about the
minorities it is acceptable to make fun of.

There will be blood. There will be flatulence. There will be puke.

The classic cliched comedy: The 40-Year-Old
Virgin

The 40-Year-Old Virgin is a perfect example of a funny movie that succeeds
in large part because it fuses an original premise with some of the genre's
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most esteemed and battle-tested cliches. It has a lovable dweeb as the main
character. The dweeb has a going-nowhere job in an electronics store.
Though middle-aged, he collects action figures. That, in fact, is why he is a
dweeb. He also has other weird collectibles in his apartment. He has never
had sex, which is not all that surprising in a 40-year-old man who collects
action figures. His co-workers want to help him, but it ends badly. He has
an assignation with a hooker who turns out to be a transvestite. Oh yes, the
film touches all the bases. It has jokes about how you can tell if you are gay.
It has jokes directed at people from the Asian subcontinent, a group it is OK
to make fun of. It has jokes about Coldplay. It has the obligatory scene
where the hero experiences some kind of humiliating physical pain. It also
has the obligatory scene where people having sex are interrupted by people
who are not supposed to see them having sex. It has a break-up, a chase
scene, a reconciliation, and a parallel subplot. You couldn't do it better if
you diagrammed it.


